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INTERIM OPINION MODIFYING DECISION 89-10-031 

GTE California Incorporated's Request 
On July 31, 1992, GTE California Incorporated (GTEC) 

filed a petition to modify Decision (0.) 89-10-031, dated 
October 12, 1989. GTEC requeSts that rather than changing its 
tariffed rates as required by D.89-10-031, it be permitted to 
implement its 1993 price cap index rate adjustment by changing its 
billing surcharges/surcredits. 

In support of its petition, GTEC points out that the 
Commission granted similar modifications of D.89-10-031 for both 
calendar years 1991 and 1992 1 by 0.90-09-084 dated September 25, 
1990 and D.91-09-072 dated September 25, 1991, respectively. 

GTEC also argues thatt 
-The Comm~ssion is currently considering GTEC·s 
and Pacific's rate design proposal~ in the 
Implementation Rate Design (I~) portion of 
Phase III of 1,87-11-033., AdJustment of 
existing tariff rates would thus impact the 
Commission's IRD decision which is expected to 
be issued in 'early 1993. It would be 
unreasonable to adjust GTEC's tariffed rates as 
of January I, 1993, based on its October 1992 
price cap index filing, since many of those 
same rates would have to be increased only a 
few months later based on the company's new 
rate design adopted in IRD. Two major rate 
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changes 1n such rapid succession would _ 
undoubtedly generate both customer confusion as 
.well as irrltation with both GTEC and the 
Commission.· . 

Pacific Beli's Companion Request 
On July 31, 1992, Pacific Bell (pacific) also filed a 

petition to modify 0.89-10-031 to permit it to again use the 
surcharges/surcredits method to implement its 1993 price cap 
adjustments, as it was permitted to dO for calendar years 1990 and 
1991 by 0.90-09-094 and 0.91-09-012, respectively (supra), which 
mOdified 0.89-10-031 «1989) 33 CPUC2d 43, 234 (Ordering paragraph 
(O.P.) 14». 

Pacific asserts thatf 
• ••• ratepayers would be less confused and 
irritated by these changes if the 1993 price 
cap index changes were implemented by adjusting 
Pacific's billing surcharqes/sur~~edit$ rather 
than by changing individual tariff rates.-

Also' 

-The burden of adjusting and r~viewing 
individual tariff rates to reflect changes as a 
result of the price cap indexing mechanism f~r 
1993 is particularly.unreasonable in light of 
the changes in tariff rates that will result 
follqwing the Commission's decision in lRo. 
pacific believes that these burdens are 
especially inappropriate in a situation where 
customer confusion or frustration may occur.-

pacific also requests the deletion of the O.P. 14a 
Subsection a. provisions (added by D.91-09-072] relative to the 
• ••• proposed adjustments to rates which reflect the intraLATA SPF
to-SLU settlements effects and interLATA SPF-to-SLU revenue shifts· 
since these adjustments were completed in 1992. 1 

1 SPF (Subscriber Plant Factor) to SLU (Subscriber Line Usage) 
transition is discussed infra at page 4. 
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PrOtest of AT&T co..unications of California to 
Paoific's ~etition to Modify 0.89-10-031 and its 
Reca..ended A1ternative Petition to Modify 0.89-10-03} 

On August ll, 1992, AT&T Communications of california 
(AT&T-C) filed a protest to Pacific's petition stating that it 

f 

• ••• 18 not opposed to allowing Pacific the ability to implement its 
1993 price cap adjustments through surcharges and, surcreditsi (but 
AT&T-C) is opposed to the deletion suggested by pacific.for 
Ordering paragraph 14a (Subsection a.) of 0.89-10-031 (added by 
0.91-09-072] regarding SPF-to-SLU revenue adjustments.-

AT&T-C argues that. 
• ••• (T)he Commission should not believe, as 
pacific would have it, that this is a minor 
change to 0.89-10-031 nor should it believe 
pacific's claim that no further SPF-to-SLU 
revenue adjustments are warranted. Indeed, as 
discussed below in AT&T's Petition to Modify 
0.89-10-031,' the adoption of pacific's 
modification would represent a major departure 
from CommisSion pOlicy regarding local exchange 
carrier ('LEe') recovery of nontraffic 
sensitive ('NTS') costs. Therefore, AT&T 
respectfully requests that.the Commission deny 
pacific's proposal to ~odify Ordering Paragraph 
14a of Qecision 89-10-031 concerning the 
elimination of the SPF-to-SLU revenue 
adjustments.-

AT&T-C then presented its recommended petition to modify 
0.89-10-031t 

·Specifically, (AT&T-C) requests that the 
CommiSsion modify 0.89-10-031 to recognize a 
1993 SLU revenue adjustment until new LEe 
access rates are implemented at the conclusion 
of the implementation rate design ('IRO') phase 
of 1. 87-11-()33. (AT&T-C] requests this 
modification to 0.89-10-031 to ensure that the 
Commission's policy, enumerated in 0.85-06-115, 
establishing LEC access.rates based upon,the 
SLU allocator is maintained. Without this 
modification, LEe carrier common line ('CCL') 
switched access rates will not be revised on 
January I, 1993, and, if this occurs, LECs will 
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overrecover their NTS costs to the detriment 6f 
all california ratepayers.-

In its argument for its proposed retention and 
continuation of the SPF-to-SLU adjustment, AT&T-C provided'the 
following historical background information for the '~djustmentl 

-In Decision 95-06-115 the Commission ordered a 
gradual and uniform reductionol the ' 
disproportionate assignment of NTS costs to 
access services (0,85-06-115, O.P. 5., 
p. (249). The initial reduction of NTS costs 
in access services was to be accomplished by 
transitioning from a 'subscriber plant factor' 
('SPF') allocator to a 'subscriber line usage 
('SLU') allocator over a period of seven 
years -- 1986 through 1992. In transitioninq 
from the SPF,to t~e SLU allocator, LEes were 
required to file for annual reductions to their 
ceL access rate elements. 

-In ordering the transition from a SPF-based to 
a SLU-based allocator for purposes of 
recovering NTS costs, the Commiss~on recognized 
the resulting harmful long-term effects if . 

. uneconomic costs wer~ permanently included in 
access rates. Specifically, the Commission 
acknowle~ged that the recovery of a large 
amount of NTS costs through access services 
purchased by interexchange carriers ('IXes') 
would encourage IXCs and large business 
customers to ~ypass LEC facilities in order to 
avoid artificially high switched access 
charges. The result would be higher charges 
for the remaining users of theLEC network. It 
was exactly this negative result that the 
commission sought to avoid by implernen~ing the 
transition to the SLU allocator (0.85-06-115, 
p. (161).-

Protest of the california Bankers Clearing 
Bouse AssOciation and the C6~ty of Los Angeles 
to Pacific's and GTEC's Petitions 

On August 28, 1992, The California Bankers Clearinghouse 
Association and the County of Los Angeles (CBCHA/County) filed a 
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protest to the petitions of Pacific and GTEC. In their protest 
CBCHA/County state that. 

-Although CBCHA/County have not objected before 
(with similar requests over the past two years, 
all of which have been granted) they must do so 
now because of the incompleteness of the two 
LEe pOsitions. 

·Ordinarily the petitions of Pacific and GTEC 
would be non-controversial, as they haVe been 
in the past. unfortunatelY, the petitions 
arise this year under an unusual circumstance. 
the price caps index that the LECs have used in 
the past, and which they propose to use in 
their filings this year, is no longer valid. 
A key compbnent, the 'x' factor adopted to 
me~sure LEC productivity, was only app~oved for 
1990/ 1991, and 1992. (See D.89-~0-031t 
p. 229; ordering Paragraph 9.) Since the 
upcoming price caps filing i~ for 1993, the 
LEes do not h~ve any Commission~approved 
product~vity factor to be used in a price caps 
filing for which they wish to use the 
surcharqe/surcredit mechanism. In essence, 
their petitions are incomplete because they 
chose to ignore the productivity factor issue.-

CBCHA/County also arque that other parties have protested 
the LECs' Applications (A.) 92-05-002 (GTEC) and 92-05-004 
(PacifiC) for review o£ the New Regulatory Framework (NRF) method 
of regulation with respect to the productivity factor currently 
being used (4.5\). CBCHA/County contend that this issue will 
surely be addressed in the NRF review and it is likely that the 
Commission will adopt a hi9her productivity factor, probably in 
early i993. 

CBCHA/County argue that2 
-There would be a large financial windfall to 
the LEes if they were allowed to make 1993 
price caps filings using the old productivity 
factor of 4.5\ and the factor should in fact 
have been higher.-
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Mci Teleco-aunications corporation's SupPOrt 
of AT&T-C#s protest, AT&T-C!s Alternative Petition 
for MOdification of D.89-10-031, and CBcHA/County's 
Protest of the Continuing Use of the 4.5\ 
Productivity Factor 

On August 31, 1992, Mel Telecommunications Corporation 
(Mel) late-filed its response to pacific's and GTEC's petitions, 

In its response# Mel supported AT&T-C's opposition to 
pacific's proposed deletion of O.P. 14a, Subsection a. which would 
eliminate the requirement for any further adjustments to rates for 
SPF-to-SLU effects. Accordingly, MCI also supported AT&T-C's 
recommended petition to continue the adjustment for future SPF-to
SLU effects. Mel argues that! -Elimination of this mechanism will 
end the benefits available to consumers.-

As to CBCHA/county's protest of the use of the 4.5\ 

prOductivity factor, Hel believes tha~ CBCHA/Courtty's proposal is 
reasonable and a higher productivity factor should be used for the 
pending October 1, 199~ price cap filings of GTEC and pacific; if 
the Commission concludes in the 1992 NRF review that a higher 
factor is warranted. Specifically: 

-HCI believes CBCHA's proposal is conSistent 
with the Commission's intent.~n adopting the 
new regulat~ry format.in California, to create 
incentives for mote efficient local exchange 
operations a~d# most ~mportantly, ass~re that 
the fruits of those efficiencies benefit 
consumers in California.-

RespOnse of Pacific to the Protests of 
AT&T-C and CBCHA/Cow'lty 

On August 28, 1992, Pacific responded to the protests of 
AT&T-C and CBCHA/County stating that it had received no protests to 
the use of surcharges/surcredits to implement its 1993 pric~ cap 
adjustments, but did receive protests of AT&T-C and CBCHA/Cou~ty 
raising additional issues. Pacific argues that these protests and 
AT&T-CIs petition should be denied. 
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pacific asserts that AT&T-C improperly criticizes 
Pacific's p~oposed deletion of the SPF-tO-SLU language from 
O.P. 14a Of 0.89-10-031 regarding the SPF-to-SLU revenue 
adjustments, which Pacific contends is -entirely appropriate and 
consistent with prior Commission orders- (0.85-06-115 at O.P. 5, 
(1985) 18 CPUC2d 113, 249). 

Pacific further claims thata 
-This language (0.89-10-031 O.P. 14a Subsection 
a. revised pursuant to 0.,1-09-072 O.P. l.a.) 
is not applicable to a 1993 price cap advice 
letter filing beca~s~ the SPF-to-SLU transition 
was completed in 1992, in accordance with 
Commission requirements.-

Pacific also argues that AT&T-C's proposed alternative 
petition is inconsistent with the NRF decision which created • ••• a 
strong set o£ incentives for Pacific to manage its operations in 
the most efficient manner.- . Pacific contends that AT&T-C's 
proposal asks the Commission to make a substantial exception to the 
operation of NRF, •••• and return to a traditional revenue 
requirement-based mechanism to determine CCL rates.-

Regarding CBCHA/County's request for the use of a higher 
productivity factor than 4.5%, Pacific asserts that the Commission 
has not yet acted on Pacific's A.92-05-004 filing of May I, i992, 
requesting a review of the NRF, and thus has not adopted a 
productivity factor for use in future price cap filings. 
Accordingly, Pacific challenges CBCHA/County's request that any new 
productivity factor adopted next year be applied as if the new 
productivity factor had been in place on October 1, 1992, as 
constituting a retroactive application. This should be denied 
since it would otherwise create an unknown productivity target 
inconsistent with NRF, according to Pacific. 

Pacific also cites 0.89-10-031, (1989) 33 CPUC2d 43 at 
158 and it asserts that -(T)he Commission determined that the 
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pioduotlvlty faotor used in the price cap indexing mechanism should 
be a predetermined ·target t ••••• 

GTEC's Response to CBCHA/County's Protest 
On September I, 1992 GTEC responded t6 CBCHA/County's 

protest of the continued use of a 4.5\ productivity factor for GTSC 
in 1993. GTEC argues that CBCHA/County's proposition • ••• smacks of 
cost-of-service regulation and would remove the incentives 
established by 0.89-10-031 by introducing substantial uncertainty 
in the price cap formula.-

GTEC urges rejection of CBCHA/County's recommendation, 
but prior to doing so, acknowledges that its productivity factor is 
at issue in A.92-05-002, currently pending before this Commission. 
Accordingly GTEC agrees thata 

-If any.other 'x, factor is, in fact, adopted as 
part of the 1992 Review, that productivity 
adjustment. should the.n be utilized . 
prospectively (pre~umably beginning with the 
first price cap filing after the issuance of 
the final 1992 Review decision).-

Division of Ratepayer AdvOcates Support of 
GTEC's and pacific's Petitions 

On September 2, 1992, the Division of Ratepayer Advocates 
(ORA) filed its response to the petitions, suppOrting the use of 
the surcharqe/surcredit method for implementing the 1993 price cap 
adjustments of GTEC and pacific. 

ORA also responded to the CBCHA/County's recommendation 
for considerAtion of a higher prOductivity factor than 4.5% for 
GTEC and Pacific. DRA states thati 

-(It) belteves .that the existing 4.5% 
productivity factor should ~ u~ed with the 
(January 1,] 1993 price cap filinq, .subject to 
prospective adjustments from the effective date 
of the 1992 NRF review decision(s).-
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Discussion 
We concur with GTEC and Pacific that application 6ithe 

price indexing mechanism should continue on a surcharge/surcredit 
basis for the two utilities' October I, 1992 filinqs to become 
effective January 1, 1993, both for administrative ease and to 
reduce customer confusion. We granted a similar modification of 
0~89-10-031 for the 1991 and 1992 price cap filinqs of the two 
utilities for similar reasons by 0.90-09-084 dated September 25, 
1990, and 0.91-09-012 dated September 25, 1991, respectively. 
Furthermore, the protests received on these petitions addressed 
issues other -than the use of surcharges/surcredits to implement the 
upcoming revenue adjustment envisioned by 0.89-10-031. 

We disagree with AT&T-C'S and Mel's proposed continuation 
of the SPF-to-SLU settlements effects {or the 1993 price cap advice 
letter filirtg because the SPF-to-SLU transition was required for 
only six annual steps starting in 1986 and then (or 1988 throuqh 
1992. There is no reasonab~e way to interpret the language of 
O.P. 5. of 0.85-06-115, (1985) 18 CPUC2d 113, at 249, to require a 
further step adjustment for calendar year 1993. Accordingly, we 
will deny AT&T-C's recommended modification of 0.89-10-031. 
Nonetheless, the- issues surrounding appropriate levels of access 
and carrier Common Line Charges (CeLC) are pending issues in the 
Implementation Rate Desiqn (IRD) phase of this investigation 
(1.87-11-033) and; therefore, will likely warrant our consideration 
in future decisions in this proceeding. 

Lastly, we agree that the prOductivity factor to be 
applied to future price cap filinqs is a pending issue in 
A.92-05-002 (GTEC) and A.92-05-004 (Pacific). However, these 
proceedings have not yet progressed beyond the discovery phase and 
it is not likely that a final decision will be reached in these 
proceedings prior to the first quarter of 1993. 

Accordingly, while we may be able to consider new levels 
of future productivity for GTEC in A.92-05-002 and for Pacific in 
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A.92-05-004, any attempt to do so herein would likely be regarded 
as inconsistent with 0.89-10-031. It would also be speculative on 
our part to do so at this time prior to the development of an 
evidentiary record. Therefore, we will continue to use the 4.5\ 
prOductivity factor for GTEC's and Pacific's 1993 price cap advice 
letter filings to be made on or before October 1, 1992. 

We will do So without prejudice to any party raising 
these issues at hearings in A.92-0S-002 and A.92-0S-004 and we will 
consider the evidentiary record developed in those proceedings in 
reaching our decision regarding the appropriate prOductivity 
factors for GTEC and Pacific to apply to their respective 
operations after the effective date of the decisions in A.92-05-002 
and A.92-0S-004. 

We recognize CBCHA/County's concern that we not 
unnecessarily extend the current productivity factor beyortdits 
previously effective schedule. However, we need an evidentiary 
record to determine whether it is reasonable to apply a different 
productivity factor in the future. In the absence of an 
evidentiary record, we choose to extend the currently adopted 
productivity factor, but only as long as necessary to revisit this 
issue in A.92-0S-002 and A.92-0S-004. 

In the event that an annual productivity factor other 
than the current 4.5% level is adopted for GTEC and/or Pacific in 
the above-captioned proceedings, we will apply that new 
productivity factor to all applicable utility operations as soon 
after the effective date 6f the order(s) as is practicable, rather 
than await the next annual price cap filing effective date of 

January 1, 1994. 
Having stated our concurrence that GTEC's and Pacific's 

respective 1992 price cap changes should be applied by way of 
adjustments to their respective billing surcharqe/surcredit 
mechanisms, our denial of AT&T-CIs petition to modify 0.89-10-031 
to require another (7th step) adjustment for the already completed 
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SPF-to-SLU transition and our deferral of any consideration of the 
proper level of future productivity to be required of GTEC and 
Pacific to the evidentiary record in A.92-0S-002 and A.92-05-004, 
respectively, we need not address the remaining comments and 
positions of the parties. 
Findings of Fact 

1. In 0.89-10-031, the "Commission directed GTEC and Pacific 
to file advice letters no later than October 1 6f each year, 
beginning in 1990, to update rates for Category I (basic monopoly) 
services and nonflexibly priced Category Il (partially competitive) 
services and rate ceilings and floors for flexibly priced services 
according to the price indexing mechanism adopted in that decision, 
with new rates, ceilings, and floors to be effective the fOllowing 
January 1. 

2. In D.89-10-031, the Commission also required that startup 
revenue adjustments be implemented effective January 1, 1990 for 

4It GTEC and Pacific through bill-and-keep surcharges/surcredits 
applied to intrastate access, intraLATA toll, and local exchange 
services to which surcharges and surcredits normally apply. 

3. GTEC and Pacific have significant surcharges/surcredits 
currently in effect. 

4. It is anticipated that the revenue effect of 
surcharges/surcredits will be incorporated into rates in the IRD 
portion of this proceeding. 

5. Implementation of the January 1, 1993 price indexing 
adjustments through adjustments to the surcharqes/surcredit will 
help reduce customer confusion and will be less costly to 
administer, as compared to specific modifications to tariffed 
rates. 
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6. It is reasonable to apply the price indexing mechanism 
for 1993 on a uniform bill-and-keep surcharge/surcredit basis to 
all tariffed services to which surcharges and surcredits currently 
apply, including flexibly priced services. 

1. The implementation of the SPF-to-SLU transition in 
allocation of non-traffic sensitive costs directed to take place, 
through six annual steps i6 1986 and 1988 throuqh 1992, by O,P. 5. 
of D.85-06-115 was completed on January 1, 1992. 

8. The historical treatment of access charges and allocation 
thereof has been studied and implemented over a longer term than 
one or two years as evidenced by 0.85-06-115, O.P. 5. referenced 
above. 

9. The treatment of access charqes and appropriAte rates and 
charges for access to the local exchange telephone companies local 
networks, for the future, are pending issues for our consideration 
in theIRD (Phase III) of 1.87-11-033. 

10. The appropriate productivity (actors to be imposed on 
GTEC and Pacific in the future, as pArt of NRF, are issues under 
considerAtion, in A.92-0S-002 and A.92-0S-004, respectively. 
conclusions of Law 

1. 0.89-10-031 should be modified to allow that the price 
indexing mechanism be applied for cAlendar year 1993 on a uniform 
bill-and-keep 5urchaige/surcredit basis to all tariffed services to 
which surcharges and surcredits normally apply, in order to reduce 
customer confusion, and for administrative ease. 

2. The appropriate levels of rates and charges for future 
access to the lOcal exchange telephone companies' local area 
networks should be considered in the IRD (Phase III) of 
1.87-11-033. 

3. AT&T-C's petition to modify D.89-10-031 to include an 
additional step of adjustment from SPF-to-SLU for the LECs access 
services tariff, beyond the six steps' required by 0.85-06-115, 
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e 
O.P. 5., should be denied without prejudice to consideration of its 
pOsition on access issues in the IRD (Phase III) of 1.87-11-033. 

4. The proper productivity factors for the future operations 
of GTEC and Pacific under the NRF should be determined in 
A.92-05-00i and A.9i-05-004, respectively. 

5. If an annual productivity factor 6therthan4.5\ is 
adopted in one or both of the above prOceedings, the new 
productivity factor(s) should be applied to GTEC's and/or Pacific's 
utility operations as soon as practicable after the effective date 
of the otder(s) in those proceedings, without awaiting the 
beginning of 1994. 

6. In order to provide timely implementation of revenue . 
changes requ1red by 0.89-10-031, as modified by 0.90-09-084, and to 
comply with the October I, 1992 deadline of amended O.P. 14a of 
0.89-10-031, this order should be made effective today. 

INTERIM {HIDER 

IT IS ORDERED thatt 
1. Ordering paragraph 14a added to Decision (D.) 89-10-031 

by 0.90-09-084, dated September"2S, 1990 is revised to read as 
followst 

-GTE California Incorporated (GTEC) and pacific 
Bell (pacific) shall file advice letters in 
accordance with General Order 96-A no later 
'than October 1, 1992 for Cornmi~sion 
considerati.on and approval to apply the adopted 
pri~e cap mechanism through adjustme~ts to 
their sutcharges/surciedits to be effective 
January ~t 1993. In these advice letters, GTEC 
and Pacific shallt 

-a. propose revenue adjustments to apply 
the adopted price cap indexing 
mechanism for 1993. 

-b. PropOse the adjustments required by 
subparagraph (a) above via a bill-and
keep surcredit/surcharge based on 
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recorded custOmer blliings for the -
first eight mOnths of 1992 annualized. 
The bill-and-keep surcharge/surcred~t 
shall be applied to intrastate access, 
IntraLATA toll and local exchange 
services to which surchar~es and 
surcredits normally apply. 

·c. Use recorded intrastate ratemaklng 
demand, expenses, and revenues 
(excluding the effects of tempOrarY 
surcharges/surcre~it$) for the first 
eight months of 1992 annualized to make 
the revenue adjustments. 

·Copies of the advice-letters shall be served at 
the time of filing on all parties currently 
active in the Phase III (IRO) part of 
Investigation (I.) 81-11-033 and on anyone 
requesting such seryice.-

2. ordering paragraph -15 of 0.89-10-031 previously modified 
by 0.91-09-072 is further modified to read as follows! 

-Beginning in 1993, GTEC and pacific shall file 
advice letters in accordance with General Order 
96-A no later than October 1 of each year for 
commission consideration and approval to update 
rateS for basic monopoly services and n6n
flexibly priced Category II services and rate 
caps and floors for flexibly priced services 
according to the adopted price cap mechanism 
wi~h new rates, caps, and floors to be 
effective the following January 1. In these 
advice letters, GTEC and Pacific shallt 

-a. Propose adjust~ents to December 31 
rates which reflect on a revenue
neutral basis any rate rebalancing 
authorized to be effective on January 1 
of the coming year. 

-b. Propose further adjustments to the 
rates described in (a) to apply the 
adopted price cap indexing mechanism 
for the corning year. 

"c. Base demand estimates used in any rate 
rebalancing on recorded data for as 
much of the year as possible, with 
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estimates used for the remaining 
months. 

·Copies of the advice letters shall be served at 
the time of filing on all parties then active 
in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such 
service.-

3. GTEC·s and PAcific·s petitions to m6dify.o.S9-10-031 are 
granted to the extent set forth in this order and in all other 
respects are denied. 

4. AT&T-Communications of California·s petition to modify 
0.89-10-031 is denied. 

S. GTEC and Pacific shall use a productivity factor of 4.5% 
in their respective price cap filings due on October 1, 1992. 

6. The ordering paragraphs and other requirements of 
0.89-10-031 dated October 12, 1989, except as expressly modified 
here, and by our prior decisions (0.89-12-048, 0.90-04-0j1~ 
0.90-09-084, and 0,91-09-012) continue to apply to GTEC and pacific 

tit after the effective date of this order. Appendix A to this order 
restates the currently applicable ordering paragraphs 6f 

0.89-10-031 as modified by this order. 
This order is effective today. 
Dated September 16, 1992, at san Francisco, California. 
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APPENDIX A 
Page i 

COMPLETE ORDERING PARAGRAPHS OF D.8<}-10-0)1 
AS IDDIFIEID BY D.89-12-048, D.90-04-~)1. 
D.90-09-084, 0.91-09-072. and 0.92-09-081 

i. Local calling areas shall be expanded as proposed by 
pacific Bell (pacific) an~ residential Touch Tone charges shall be 
eliminated for all local exchange carriers in ca~ifornia. In 
metropolitan areas, current zone Usage Measurement (ZUM) Zone 1 

calling areas shall be expanded to include current Zone 2 calling 
areas. For non-ZUK areas, O-to-12 mile toll calling bands shall be 
el.iminated for directly dialed calls and Extended Area service 
(&AS) charges shall be eliminated for those exchanges where 
customers currently pay a flat rate EAS increment for O-to-i2 mile 
routes. Implementation of these changes shall be delayed until 
statewide revenue impacts are determined in the supplemental rate 
design proceeding •. 

2. As developed in section VII.A.S of this· decision, the 
principles of unbundling, nondiscriminatory access, imputation, and 

. -.- .-. basing rate structures· of monopoly utility services on underlying 
cost structures are adopted in principle. Local exchange carriers 
shall impute the tariffed rates and charges of any function deemed 
to be a monopoly building blOck in the rates and charges for any 
bundled tariffed servicQ which includes that monopoiy function. 
Pacific an~ GTE Caiifornia Incorpo~ated (GTEC) shall use tariffed 
rates and charges for Basic service Elements (BSEs) or other 
monopoly building blocks in ailocating costs to below-the-llne 
services, and shall demonstrate as part of any future request to 
receive pricing flexibility or to provide additional enhanced 
services or any new services which face competition that such 
proposals comply with the principles adopted in this ordering 
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Paragraph. These principles shall be applied to special c6ntr.acts 
as well. 

3. All local exchange carriers are authorized to file 
applications in expedited application dockets to request rate 
flexibility for Category II services, as provided in section 
VI1.A.6 of this decision. Applications shall comply with Rules 2 
through a, 15, and 16 of the Rules ot Practice and Procedur~ and 
shall include proposed tariff schedules. A local exchange carrier 
shall demonstrate that its application complies ,with the 
unbundling, nondiscriminatory access, imputation, and rate 
structure principles adopted in Ordering paragraph 2. copies of 
the applications shall be served separately at the time of filing 
on the Commission's Advisory and Compliance Division (CACD), 
Division of Ratepayer Advocates (DRA), and Legal Division, and 
shall contain or have attached cost support and workpapers. Copies 
of the applications shall also be served at the time of filing on 
all parties in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such service. 
Local exchange carriers are authorized to submit new cost studies 
to update rate floors after rate flexibility is implemented through 
advice letters filed in accordance with General Order 96-A. Copies 
of the advice letters shall be served at the time of filing on all 
parties in I.87-11-033 and On anyone requesting such service. 

4. Local exchange carriers are authorized to change their 
rates or charges through advice letter filings for services for 
which pricing flexibility has been implemented. sections III, IV, 
V, and VI of General Order 96-A are waived so that such rate 
changes are effective on ten days' notice to all affected customers 
if the rate change is a decrease and on 30 days' notice to all 
affected customers it the rate change is an increase. Any protests 
shAll be filed within eight days after an advice letter is filed, 
and CACD shall notify the local exchange carrier within ten days 
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after an advice letter is filed if its proposed tariff sheets are 
rejected. 

5. The rules adopted in this decision regarding pricing 
flexibility for category II services replace on a statewide basis 
comparable rules adopted in 0.88-09-059. In particuiar, ordering 
paragraphs 2 and 4 and the third sentence of Ordering Paragraph 5 
of interim Decision (D.) 88-09-059 are superseded by ordering 
paragraphs 3 and 4 of this order, based on the record developed in 
Phase II. However, the requirement in 0.88-09-059 that connections 
from an interexchange carrier's or competitor's point of presence 
to a local exchange carrier's central office be priced at cost in 
high speed digital special access tariffs for irttraLATA purposes is 
not super~eded by this-decision. Local e~change carriers shall 
tile advice letters in conformance with General Order 96-A within 
90 days after the effective date of this order to conform tariffs 
of flexiblY priced services with the rules adopted in this 
decision. copies of the advice letters shall be served at the time 
of filing on all parties in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting 
such service. 

6. pacific and GTEC shall file applications and supporting 
testimony annually no later than June 30 of each year, commencing 
June 30, 1990, for approval of represcription or technical update 
reviews of depreciation rates to become effective on January 1 of 
the following year. Applications shall comply with Rules 2 through 
8, 15, and 16 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure, copies of 
the applications shall be served separately at the time of filing 
on CACD, DRAt and Legal Division. Copies of the applications shall 
also be served at the time of filing on all parties in 1.87-11-033 
and on anyone requesting such service. 

7. The Request by the Division of Ratepayer Advocates for 
Review by the FUll commission of the March 21, 1989 ALJ Ruling 
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Granting in Part the February 10, 1989 ORA Motion to Compel 
Production of DOcuments is denied. 

8. The incentive-based price cap regulatory framework 
de~eloped in this decision and described in conclusions of Law 23 -
26, 28, 29, 31 - 43, 50, 57 - 61, 65, 68, and 74 is adopted. 

9. A productivity adjustment ot 4.5\ for 1990, 1991, and 
1992 is adopted for use in the price cap index. 

10. A market-based rate of return of 11.50\ is adopted for 
purposes of determining startup revenue requirements for 1990 and 
as a basis for the benchmark rate of return. 

11. A benchmark rate of return 150 basis points above the 
adopted market-based rate of return is adopted for use in the 
adopted sharing mechanism to be effectiVe January 1r1990. 

12. The Federal Communication Commission1s (FCC) currently 
written part 64 cost alloCation rules (47 Code of Federal 
Regulation § 64.901) and cost. manuals currently adopted by the FCC 
for pacific (Exhibit A~18) and GTEC (Exhibit A-136) are adopted for 
use at this time, as modified by Conclusions of Law 44a and 44b, 
to separate intrastate costs between below-the-line services and 
those subject to the sharing Qechanism. The Part 64 methodology 
shall be applied using part 32 (Uniform Systen of Accounts) as 
modified and adopted by this commission. 

13. Pacific's proposal to invest $404 million through 1992 
to upgrade its network through replacement of electro-mechanical 
and electronic switches and associated analog carrier interoffice 
facilities is adopted to the extent that pacific is authorized to 
place $11 million of eXpenses related to switch replacements into 
rates effective January I, 1990, as provided in ordering Paragraph 
14. 

14. Pacific and GTEC shall make compliance filings in 
1.87-11-033 no later than October 26, 1989 to implement the adopted 
startup revenue adjustment on an intrastate ratemaking basis, the 
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1990· interLATA SPF-to-SW revenue shift, and the 1990 intr~LATA 
SPF-to-SLU settlements effects, and, for pacific, to plac~' $ii 
million of expenses related to switch replacements into rates· . 
effective January 1, 1990. In these compliance filings, Pacific 

and GTEC shall: 

a. propose revenUe adjustments which (i) woUld 
have yielded the adopted 1990 market-based 
rate of return in 1989, (ii) reflect an 
adjustment to rates for the 1990 intraLATA 
SPF-to-SLU settlements effects, and (iii) 
reflect an adjustment to rates for the 1990 
interLATA SPF-to-SLU revenue shift. 

b. propose further revenue adjustments to (i) 
apply the adopted price cap indexin9 
mechanism for 1990 and (iil for pac1fic, 
reflect the adopted $11 mi lion in expenses 
related to switch replacement. 

c. Propose the adjUstments required by 
subparagraphs (a) and (b) above via a bill
and-keep surcredit/surcharge based on 
recorded customer billings using the same 
period annualized used for calculation of 
the startup revenue adjustment. The bill
and-keep surcradit/surcharge shall be 
applied to intrastate access, intraLATA 
toll, and local exchange services as 
discussed in this decision. 

d. use recorded intrastate·ratemaking demand, 
expenses, and revenues (excluding the 
effects of temporary surcharges/surcredits) 
for the first eight months of 1989 
annualized to make the revenue adjustments. 

e. Propose which time periOd, publisher, and 
specific measure of GNP-PI should be used 
in the price cap indexing mechanism. 

The compliance filings shall contain or have attached 
earnings data for the first eight months of 1989, ali workpapers, 
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and proposed tariff schedules. Pacific and GTEC shall file an 
original and 12 copies of the compliance filings in the Docket 
Office. The filings shali comply with the applicable rules in 
Article 2 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure and shall have 
attached a certificate showing service by mail on all parties in 
1.87-11-033. copies of the compliance filings shall also be served 
at the time of filing on the ALJ, the assigned commissioner, C~CD, 
Legal Division, and on anyone requesting such service. 

oth~r parties may file comments on the.filings no !a~er 
than November 9, 1989. copies of the comments shall be served 
separately at the time of filing on the ALJ, the assigned 
Commissioner, CACD, Legal Division, all parties in !.87-11-03l, and 
on anyone requesting such serVice. 

l4a. GTEC and Pacific shall file advice letters in accordance 
with General order 96-A no later than October 1, 199i for 

commission consideration and approval to apply the adopted price 
cap mechanism through adjustments to their surcharges/surcredits to 
be effective January 1, 1993. In these advice letters, GTEC and 

Pacific shall: 

a· 

b • 

c· 

Propose further revenue adjustments to 
apply ~he adopted price cap indexing 
mechanism for 1993. 

propose the adjustments required by 
subpa~agraph (a) above via a bill-and-keep 
surcredit/surcharge based on recorded 
customer billings for the first eight 
months of 1992 annualized. The bill-and-· . 
keep surcharge/surcredit shall be applied 
to intrastate access, intraLATA toll and 
local eXChange services to which surcharges 
and surcredits normally apply. 

Use recorded intrastate ratemaking demand, 
expenses, and revenues (excluding the 
effects of temporary surcharges/surcredits) 
for the first eight months of 1992 
annualized to make the revenue adjustments. 

· .. 
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copies of the advice letters shall be served at the time 
of filing on all parties currently active in the Phase III (IRD) 
part of 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such service. 

15. Beginning in 1993, GTEC and pacific shall file advice 
letters in accordance with General Order 96-A no later than 
October 1 of each year for Commission consideration and _approval to 
update r~tes for basic monopoly services and non-flexibly priced 
category II services and rate caps and floors for flexibly priced 
services according to the adopted price cap mechanism with new 
rates, caps, and floors to be effective the following January 1. 
In these advice letters, GTEC and Pacific shall: 

a. Propose adjustments to December 31 rates 
which reflect 6n a revenue-neutral basis 
any rate rebalancing authorized to be 
effective on January 1 of the coming year. 

b. Propose further adjustments to the rates 
described in ca) to apply the adopted price 
cap indexing mechanism for the coming year. 

c. Base demand estimates used in any rate 
rebalancing on recorded data for as much of 
the year as possible, with estimates used 
for the remaining months. 

copies of the advice letters shall be served at the time 
of filing on all parties then active in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone 
reqUesting such service. 
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16. pacific and GTEC shall fiie advice letters in accordance 
with General Order 96-A no later than April 1 of each year, 
commencing in 1991, which evaluate whether the prior year's 
operations were such that sharable earnings exist and, if so, 
specify the bill-and-keepsurcredit with duration of up to 12 
months which should be applied to basic monopoly services except 
switched and low speed special access and services normally 
excluded from surcredits. The sharing calculation shall be based 
on recorded intrastate results that reflect the commission's 
ratemakirtg adjustments, shall compare the. adoBted beqchmark.rate of 
return and earned rates of return,' and (if sharable earnings eXist) 
reflect appropriate interest. Interest shall be based on the 90-
day commercial paper rate as published by the Federal ReserVe 
statis~ical Release and shall be calculated using th~ methodology 
and fo~ulas as discussed and set forth in 0.88-09-028 for the 
labor productivity sharing for Pacific and GTEC. copies of the 

.... __ . __ a4vJc.e le~ter~ shall be served at the time of filing on all parties 
in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such service. 

11. The monitoring and reporting requirements in section 

XI.A.2 of this decision are adopted. 
lB. All local exchange carriers shall cooperate fully wi~~ 

commission staff in providing information necessary for monitoring, 

audits; and investigations. 
19. CACD shall initiate as soon as feasible and chair 

workshops to provide more information to the commission regarding 
current ratemaking adjustments, the format of annual filings by 
which Pacific and GTEC should report the prior year's earnings and 
any sharable earnings Which might exist, and reporting require~ertts 
necessary to implement the adopted monitoring plan. The workshop 
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report(s) which CACO shall file as a compliance filing in I.81-i1-
033 shall include at least the fOllowing information: 

a. A description of each report currently 
provided to the Commission, what sections 
of commission staff use the report and tor 
what purpose. and CACD's recommendations 
regarding whether the report should be 
revised! consolidated with other reports, 
or elim~nated: 

b. Any other modifications to local exchange 
carrier reporting requirements or 
Commission monitoring activities Which tACO 
recommends, including collection of 
relevant market power into~ation for 
category II and category III serVices and 
reports to be filed regarding annual 
operating resUlts and an evaluation of 
whether sharable earnings exist; 

c. A description of each current ratemaking 
adjustment and paFties' positions regarding 
whether each one should be reflected in the 
sharing calculation: 

d. CACD's recommendations regarding service
specific cost allocation and tracking 
programs. 

CACO shall file its workshop report(s) on all parties in 
1.87-11-033. Parties shall be given an opportunity to file 
comments and reply comments on CACD's workshop reports, and sh~il 
provide detailed reasons for any remaining areas of disagreement. 
If pacific or GTEC objects to the collection and/or submission of 
specific data or reports suggested in CAcf)'s workshop reports, ·it 
shall state in its opening comments whether the data is currently 
collected and shall provide an estimate of the incremental cost of 
meeting the proposed collection or reporting requirements. 

20. pacific and GTEC are authorized to file applications to 
request iecategorization of eXisting services for pricing purposes 
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or to tequest that existing services be included in the sharing 
mechanism or, alternatively, be given below-the-line accounting 
treatment. Applications shall have supporting testimony attached 
an~ shall comply with Rules 2 through 8, 15, and 16 of the Rules of 
practice and Procedure and, if tariff changes are proposed, shall 
include proposed tariff schedules. copies of the applications 
shall be served separately at the time 6£ filing on CACD, DRA, and 
Legal Division, and shall contain or have attached cost support and 
workpapers. copies of the applications shall a~so be served at the 
time ot filing on ail parties in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone 

requesting such service. 
21. If Jo-year Treasur}' bond rates differ from current levels 

by 250 basis points for at least three consec~tive months, pac~tic. 
and GTEC shall file applications and supporting testimony within 60 
days following the end of the three month period stating their '. 
positions regarding Whether the benchmark rate of return should be 
modified. In the first applications, pacific and GTEC shall each 
address whether a short-term debt component should be included in 
the capital structure. In each application, pacific and G~EC shall 
submit: .. analys.es. <?( .. ~e. cost ~f£.ectiveness of both their proposed . 
capital structure and a range of alternate capital structures. 
Applications shall comply with Rules 2 through 8, i5, and 16 of the 
Rules of Practice and Procedure. copies of the applications shall 
be served separately at the time of filing on CACD, ORA, and Legal 
Division. copies of the applications shall also be served at the 
time of filing on all parties in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone 

requesting such service. 
22. pacific and GTEC shall file applications and supporting 

testimony no later than May 1, 1992 for review of operations of the 
adopted incentive-based regulatory framework. Pacific and GTEC 
shall each include at least the following information in its 

application: 
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operating results for 1990 and 19911 

Discussion of whether the GNP-PI and the 
manner.in which it is applied in the 
adopted ind~xin9 mechanism provide an 
adequate .reflection of economywide 
inflation in rates; 

Review 6f ~he productivity adjustment, 
recommended prOductivity adjustment for the 
upcoming period, and discussion ot the 
frequency with which it should be updated; 

Comparison of service quality measurements 
before and after implementation of the 
adopted incentive-based requiatory 
framework: 

Review ot monitoring and report~ng 
require~ents; and 

Discussion of ongoing need for a sharing 
mechanism. 

-
Applications shall comply with Rules 2 through 8, 15, and 

16 of the Rules of Practice and Procedure. copies of the 
applications shall be served separately at the t~e of filing on 
CACD, ORA, and Legal Division. Copies of the-applications shall 
also be served at the time ot filing on all parties in 1.87-11-033 
and on anyone requesting such service. 

23. Pacific and GTEC are authorized to request authority to 
proVide enhanced services, BSEs, and any new services comparable to 
BSEs which might be offered due to the adopted unbundling 
principles through applications processed according to the 
Expedited Application Docket procedure. Applications shall comply 
with Rules 2 through 8, 15, and 16 of the Rules of Practice and 
Procedure and shali inclUde proposed tariff schedules. copies of 
the applications shall be served separately at the time of filing 
on CACD, ORA, and Legal Division, and shall contain or haVe 
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attached cost support and workpapers. copies of the applications 
shall also be served at the time of filing on all parties in 
1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such service. 

24. Pacific and GTEC shall request authority to provide new 
services dependent 6n a fiber-to-the-customer infrastructure prior 
to making any investment in fiber beyond the feeder system, other 
than small-scale trials or fiber which is cost effective in the 
provision of traditional local exchange carrier services. Such 
requests shall be through applications and suppo~ing testimony 
filed 'in compliance with Rules 2 through 8, 15, and 16 of the Rules 
of Practice 
schedules. 
at the time 

and Procedure and shall include proposed tariff 
copies of the applications shall be served separately 
of filing on CACD, ORA, and Legal DiVision, and shall 

contain or haVe attached cost support and workpapers. copies of 
the applications shall also be served at the time ot filing on ali 
parties in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such service. 

25. pacific and GTEC shall file advice letters in accordance 
with General Order 96-A to reqUest authority before they invest in 
fiber beyond the feeder system due to unusual phYsical conditions. 
~opies of the advice letters shall be served at the time of tiling 
on all parties in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such 
service. 

26. Pacific and GTEC shall file applications in the Expedited 
Application Docket to reqUest authority before they invest in fiber 
beyond the feeder system to proVide traditional local e~change 
carrier services. Copies of the applications shall be served 
separateiy at the time of filing on CACD, ORA, and Legal Division, 
and shall contain or have attached cost support and workpapers. 
copies of the applications shall also be served at the time of 
filing on all parties in 1.87-11-033 and on anyone requesting such 
service. 
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21. Parties in 1.81-11-033 may tile comments no later than 
November 2, 1989 and reply comments no later than November 16, 1999 
on the proposed definition of -feeder- set forth in section XItB.2 
of -this decision. copies of the comments and reply comments shall -
be served at the time of filing 6n CACD, Legal Division, all 
parties in 1.87-11-033, and on anyone requesting such s~rvice. 

28. The center for PUblic Interest LaW is eli9ibl~ to request 
compensation for its participation in 1.81-11-033. 

29. Pacific's appeal of the ~arch 21, 1989'Administrative Law 
Judge's ruling regarding receipt into evidence of certain pacific 
planning document excerpts as part Of the pUblic record in Phase II 
of 1.87-11-033 is granted and'the document shall remain unde~ seal. 

30. If pacific or GTEC requests that a new or existing 
service be placed in category III f?r priciilq purposes, it,S' 
application or advice letter, as applicable, shall address whether 
various market power criteria are appiicable and, if so, shali 
include the relevant information. -The market power criteria 
addressed shall include, but shall not be limited to, the 

:following~ 

Market share: 

Ease of entry and e~it: 

-Number of competitors,- trendS, 

-Estimations of capital investments 
necessary to compete, 

-Status of unbundling efforts by the local 
exchange carriers: 

Facilities ownership: 

Size and growth capability of competitors; 

Local exchange carrier return on equity: 
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-Rate of return on marginal investment; 

Competitors' ean1i.ngs (to "the eXtent 
available) I 

Sub$t~ tutab1'E:~ . s~rvic~s and studies regarding 
the cross elasticities of demand; ." 

Rates, terms. and conditions of substitutable services; and 

Whether a Utility affiliate otfers a 
competitive service. 

(END OF APPENDIX A) 
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